Travel Guide

Travel to Faro

• Directly to Faro by airplane to the Faro Airport
  OR

• By train or by Bus from Lisbon to Faro
  o By Bus (Eva Transportes) or (Rede Expressos) [Sete Rios to Faro] 3h30/3h15-18,50€/20,00€
  o By Train (CP) [Oriente – Faro] 3h20/3h00-27,50€/29,50€

In Faro Airport

• To the City Center (Av. República – Bus Terminal) or Hotel Dom Bernardo
  o By Taxi (approximately 10,00€)
  o By Bus: URBANA 15 (to the City center) and then [800m to the Hotel, 10 minutes walk] or [Taxi] or [Municipality Minibus Nº1]

During the Conference
(travel from de Hotel or City center to the University)

• By Taxi (approximately 7,50€)
• By Bus: catch the Municipality Minibus Nº1 (near the Hotel) and URBANA 16 (Av. República – Bus Terminal)
• By walk and Bus: Walk 800m, 10 minutes walk, and catch URBANA 16 (Av. República – Bus Terminal)

Remember the addresses:

University of Faro
Reitoria, Campus de Gambelas
8005-139 Faro

Hotel Dom Bernardo
Rua General Teofilo da Trindade
Nº 20. 8000-356 Faro

Organization:
Research Committee 51 on Sociocybernetics
ISA International Sociological Association
CENSOVA
FCSH

Support: